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Rayleigh-Bénard convection with rotation at small Prandtl numbers
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We present experimental and theoretical results near the onset of the Rayleigh-Be´nard convection with
rotation about a vertical axis in a fluid with a Prandtl numbers close to 0.18. In the experiment we used a
H2-Xe gas mixture with a separation ratioC50.22 and a Lewis numberL51.22 at various pressures and
dimensionless rotation ratesV up to 400. On the basis of a standard weakly nonlinear stability analysis, we
found a supercritical, stationary bifurcation forV&13, which became subcritical over the range 13&V
&160. ForV*160 a supercritical Hopf bifurcation precedes the stationary instability of the uniform state.
Following the unstable straight-roll fixed point in the subcritical regime by Galerkin methods we determined
the location of the saddlenode and the stability of the nonlinear two-dimensional straight-roll state. The rolls
were found to be unstable to three-dimensional Ku¨ppers-Lortz perturbations for 3.8&V&160. Theoretical
results for a pure fluid with the sames were qualitatively similar. Measurements using shadowgraph flow
visualization yielded a bifurcation line and anV range of subcriticality, which agreed with the stability
analysis. In the subcritical range the experiment revealed a discontinuity of the pattern amplitude at onset, but
was unable to find any hysteresis. Patterns at onset fluctuated irregularly between the ground state and the
finite-amplitude state. In this parameter range the convection pattern further above onset was chaotically time
dependent. Investigation of the Hopf bifurcation line was difficult because of a wall mode that, for largeV,
preceded the bulk instability. ForV.400, patterns were found in the sample interior only when the expected
Hopf bifurcation was exceeded by about 10%. This is consistent with the convective nature of the bifurcation.
However, the observed structure, although time periodic, was spatially disordered and had a frequency that was
considerably larger than the expected Hopf frequency. In a separate sample cell with a radial ramp in the
spacing no structure was observed at all in the cell interior until the expected stationary instability was reached.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.056309 PACS number~s!: 47.54.1r, 47.20.Lz, 47.27.Te
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I. INTRODUCTION

Convection in a thin horizontal layer of fluid heated fro
below, known as Rayleigh-Be´nard convection~RBC!, is per-
haps the most thoroughly studied pattern-forming sys
@1,2#. The spatially uniform conduction state becomes u
stable to convection when the Rayleigh number

R5agd3DT/kn ~1!

reaches a critical valueRc @3#. Herea is the isobaric therma
expansion coefficient,g is the acceleration of gravity,d is the
fluid layer thickness,k is the thermal diffusivity,n is the
kinematic viscosity, andDT is the temperature differenc
across the fluid. RBC offers unique opportunities to exam
a number of bifurcation and pattern-formation phenome
We focus on the effect of rotation with an angular frequen
2p f about a vertical axis@4# where f is the rotation fre-
quency in hertz. In that case, interesting differences betw
theory and experiment exist, which remain unresolved at
time, and a number of theoretically predicted phenom
have not yet been observed in the laboratory.

One of the interesting aspects of this system is that, o
a wide parameter range, spatiotemporal chaos~STC! is en-
tered immediately above onset via a supercritical bifurcati
In this weakly nonlinear state of STC, first predicted by Ku¨p-
pers and Lortz~KL ! for dimensionless rotation ratesV
1063-651X/2002/65~5!/056309~13!/$20.00 65 0563
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[2pfd2/n above a critical valueVKL5O(10), rolls are un-
stable to another set of rolls with an angular orientation re
tive to the first, which is advanced in the direction of rotati
by an angleuKL @5#. This instability has been the subject o
several recent experimental investigations for smallV&20,
using compressed gases with Prandtl numberss[n/k near
one as the working fluid@2#. The predicted@5,6# supercritical
nature of the stationary bifurcation to the KL state has be
confirmed quantitatively by the detailed experiments of
et al. @7,8#. However, these studies disagree with relev
weakly nonlinear theories in the form of Ginzburg-Land
~GL! equations. The time and length scales of the KL state
the experiments do not have the expected power law de
dence on the reduced control parametere5DT/DTc21.
Moreover, the chaotic KL dynamics is expected to pers
near the onset for allV.VKL . Again, contrary to theoretica
expectations, patterns with fourfold coordination were fou
near onset in recent experiments@9# and in direct numerical
integrations of the Boussinesq equations@2# when V*70.
Over some parameter ranges the system formed a n
perfect square lattice that rotated slowly relative to the
perimental cell. These discrepancies between experim
and theory remain unresolved.

The ranges&0.7 remains largely unexplored by exper
ment because representative fluids are difficult to find. P
gases generally haves*2/3 ~the hard-sphere gas value!, and
classical liquids haves.1. Althoughs vanishes at the su
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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perfluid transition of liquid4He, experiments with this fluid
especially with rotation about a vertical axis, are comp
and flow visualization is difficult. Values ofs of order 1022

are accessible with liquid metals; but the range 1022,s
&0.7 is not represented by pure classical fluids. Howe
recently it was recognized that values ofs as low as 0.17 can
be reached in gasmixtures@10#, thus opening up a paramete
range with interesting new phenomena. Fors,0.33 the pre-
dicted bifurcation diagram for RBC with rotation is very ric
@3,6,11–14#. Forpurefluids it is shown in Fig. 1@15#. In Sec.
III we show that qualitatively it does not change for our g
mixture. At smallV,V t1, the stationary bifurcation is ex
pected to be supercritical. In this range the KL state is p
dicted aboveVKL.5,V t1. Over the intermediate rang
V t1<V<V t2 the bifurcation is predicted to besubcritical
@11,6,12#. Here the finite-amplitude nonlinear state above
bifurcation is also expected to be KL unstable. As is seen
Fig. 1, the subcritical range depends ons.

For sufficiently largeV the stationary bifurcation is pre
dicted to be preceded by a supercritical Hopf bifurcation@3#.
The locusVCD2(s) where the stationary and Hopf bifurca
tions meet is a codimension-two~CD2! line in the s-V
plane. So far the Hopf bifurcation has not been accessibl
experiments becauseVCD2(s) diverges with increasings at
s50.677@3,12# and because smallers values are difficult to
achieve, particularly in large-aspect-ratio cells and with fl
visualization.

In this paper we focus on rotating convection fors near
0.18. This value is close to the lowest accessible value w
compressed gases, and was obtained by using a mixtu
H2 and Xe with a mole fractionX close to 0.5@10#. Visual-

FIG. 1. The bifurcation diagram for an infinitely extended pu
fluid as a function ofs and V. All lines in the diagram were ob-
tained theoretically, except for the near-vertical dotted one
gives the approximate experimentally determined location of
transition from the KL state to the fourfold-coordinated state
onset and the horizontal dotted one that indicates the param
range explored in the present study. The dash-dotted line lab
VKL shows the transition from straight rolls to Ku¨ppers-Lortz or
domain chaos at onset. The solid line labeledV t1 and V t2 is the
tricritical line that separates the supercritical from the subcriti
bifurcation range. The dashed line labeledVCD2 is the line of
codimension-two points where the Hopf bifurcation meets the
tionary bifurcation.
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ization of the flow patterns was achieved with the shado
graph method. A weakly nonlinear stability analysis of t
Boussinesq equations for the mixture was carried out
comparison with the experiment. For thiss, we found theo-
retically that the stationary-bifurcation branch nearV t2 is
preceded by the Hopf bifurcation, with the CD2 bifurcatio
at VCD2.200. In the experimentV values up to 400 could
be obtained; thus the entire subcritical range and a signific
part of the predicted Hopf range were accessible.

In agreement with our calculations, we found that the
furcation is supercritical forV,V t1.13 and subcritical for
largerV. Near but belowV t1 the nonlinear state at onset wa
chaotic, as expected aboveVKL.3.8. ForV t1,V&50 we
found a chaotically time-dependent state that appeared
continuously with a finite amplitude at onset, but surprising
we found no hysteresis. Directlyat onset, the system fluctu
ated intermittently between the chaotic convecting state
the ground state. ForV*50 the amplitude increased dra
matically just above onset, but it was not possible to iden
a clear jump in the experiment. Although we searched fo
at V up to about 400, we were unable to find a clear sig
ture of the time-periodic pattern, which should have resul
from a Hopf bifurcation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND APPARATUS

Our apparatus is described in detail elsewhere@16#. We
used cylinderical cells of aspect ratiosG[radius/height
58.3 and 11 with the same heightd54.0060.02 mm. The
bottom of each cell was a diamond-machined@17# aluminum
plate. The top plate was an optically flat sapphire. A poro
cardboard ring was sandwiched between the plates for
sidewall. The sample was a commercially available hig
purity mixture of H2-Xe. The quoted molar ratio of H2-Xe
was 0.496:0.504. The apparatus was mounted on a rota
table. A shadowgraph tower was mounted axisymmetrica
on top of the apparatus to enable imaging in the rotat
frame. The direction of rotation of the whole assembly w
counterclockwise when viewed from above. The physical
gular rotation frequencyvd52p f was scaled by the vertica
viscous diffusion timetn5d2/n to yield the dimensionless
rotation frequencyV[vdtn . Increasing the pressure de
creasesn and hence increasestn . Typically, tn was between
25 s and 70 s, depending on the pressure and the mean
perature. We used pressures of 10–45 bars that were
constant to within about a millibar. With a reasonable cho
of pressure and cell height it was possible to explore theV
range from zero up into the Hopf regime.

Most of the experiments were carried out at pressure
16.2 bars. Withtn527.5 andvd up to 5.82 rad/s, this pres
sure allowed us to exploreV&160. For higherV up to 400,
we used a pressure of 40 bars. Varying the pressure had
a small effect ons, which varied in the range of 0.174~at
small pressures! to 0.185. The samples all conformed well
the Boussinesq approximation; the Boussinesq parametQ
@18# varied from 0.066 to 0.49 over the whole range. T
maximum Froude number,F[rvd

2/g, which measures the
effect of the centrifugal acceleration, was less than 0.
Here r 5Gd is the radius of the cell. For our mixture th
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RAYLEIGH-BÉNARD CONVECTION WITH ROTATION AT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 056309
relevant binary-mixture parameters~see Sec. III! were C
50.22 andL51.22. These were the same within 1% for
the runs.

The temperature of the bath was fixed at 37.5 °C. At e
V, the temperature of the bottom plate was raised quasis
cally aboveDTc(V) in small steps. The temperatures we
regulated to achieve a stability ofDT of better than
1023 °C. At each step we waited for 2 h, which is muc
longer thanG2tn(.1/2 h), for the system to reach a stea
state. The smallestDT step used was 5 mK. After reachin
the highestDT, DT was lowered in small steps below ons
to obtain data for both increasing and decreasinge. The typi-

FIG. 2. The theoretical critical Rayleigh numbersr c

5Rc(V)/Rc(0) as a function ofV for s50.174 for a pure fluid
~dashed line! and for a mixture withC50.22 andL51.22 ~solid
line!. The small3 shows the lower tricritical point atV t1 of the
mixture, which is nearly indistinguishable from the pure case. T
circles give the CD2 points. The upper tricritical points are loca
aboveVCD2, and are thus preempted by the Hopf bifurcation. T
stationary bifurcation lines are independent ofs.

FIG. 3. The reduced critical Rayleigh numberr c

5Rc(V)/Rc(0) for C50.22 andL51.22 as a function ofV on a
logarithmic scale. Circles~squares and triangles! are experimental
values fors50.174 ~0.185!. The stationary bifurcation~solid and
dotted lines! is independent ofs. The lower tricritical point (3),
the codimension-two point~solid circle!, and the Hopf bifurcation
~dashed line! are shown fors50.185.
05630
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cal e range explored was20.05&e&0.1, although some
runs went to largere.

Usually, a large number of images~up to 2048/step! of a
central square part of the cell were analyzed in real time
eachDT. The inscribed square had a diagonal that was 9
of the cell diameter. The images were taken at a cons
time interval of abouttk5stn ('5 s). At largeV*100,
where a bifurcation to a wall mode@19# preceded the bulk
bifurcation and where this mode occupied a significant fr
tion of the cell, a smaller square unencumbered by this m
was analyzed. While searching for the Hopf regime we a
took images of the entire circular cell.

III. THEORY

Our theoretical analysis of convection patterns is based
the standard hydrodynamic description, i.e., the general
Boussinesq equations with rotation for binary mixtures.
usual, the system is idealized to be laterally infinite. A line
analysis yields the critical properties~critical wave number,
Rayleigh number, Hopf frequency! of the rolls bifurcating at
onset. The finite-amplitude states above onset and their
bility are determined by using a weakly nonlinear analy
and a fully nonlinear Galerkin approach. The main results
contained in Figs. 1–4 and Table I. Further details are fou
in the Appendix.

The calculations concentrated on a pure fluid withs
50.174 and on binary mixtures withs50.174 and 0.185.
These values correspond to most of the experimental r
For mixtures~see also the Appendix!, additional parameters
are required to describe the nature of the convecting s
because of the coupling between the concentration and
perature fields@20#. The temperature gradient changes t
concentration field because of diffusion. This so-called So
effect is characterized by the separation ratio

C[2
b

a

kT

T
52

b

a
C~12C!ST , ~2!

e
d

FIG. 4. A more detailed plot on a linearV scale of the reduced
critical Rayleigh numberr c at intermediateV. The symbols and
solid line have the same meaning as in the previous figure.
dashed line is the calculated location of the saddlenode for
unstable straight rolls ands50.174.
9-3
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KAPIL M. S. BAJAJ, GUENTER AHLERS, AND WERNER PESCH PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056309
whereb is the solutal expansion coefficient,kT the thermal
diffusion ratio,T the temperature,C the mass concentratio
of the heavier component, andST5kT /@C(12C)T# the
Soret coefficient. The quantitykT is defined so that the
heavier component moves to the cold~hot! region whenkT
.0 (kT,0). WhenC.0, the induced concentration grad
ent is destabilizing the conduction state and the critical R
leigh number is reduced, i.e.,Rc(C),Rc(0).

An additional parameter arises in binary mixtures beca
the dynamics of the concentration variable is associated
an independent time scale governed by the concentration
fusivity D. Thus the Lewis number

L[D/k ~3!

is important and serves as a measure of the ratio of the m
diffusion time to the thermal-diffusion time. In binary-ga
mixtures, L5O(1). For V50 the pattern immediately
aboveRc then consists of rolls like those in pure fluids@10#.
In the calculations we usedC50.22 andL51.22, which
corresponds to the mixtures used in the experiment@10#.

An important question is whether RBC in mixtures wi
rotation behaves similarly to the pure-fluid case with t
sames. For L5O(1) and positiveC we found thatRc was
reduced as expected, but that the bifurcation lines when
pressed in terms ofr c5Rc(V)/Rc(0) as well as the nature o
the instabilities do not differ qualitatively from those of
rotating pure fluid. This is consistent with general consid
ations because forL51 the time scales of heat diffusion an
mass diffusion are equal, and because for positiveC both
diffusion processes lead to destabilization of the conduc
state.

The results for the pure fluid and for the mixture withs
50.174 are presented in Fig. 2. It is clear that both ha
similar V ranges for the supercritical, subcritical, and Ho
bifurcations. However, there are quantitative differences. T
largest difference is found in the location of the CD2 po
and the Hopf-bifurcation line. Precise values for the spe
bifurcation points are given in Table I. We note that the s
tionary bifurcation lines depend onC andL, but not ons.

TABLE I. Parameter values of special bifurcation points for
pure fluid, and for the binary mixture withC50.22 andL51.22.
The subscriptsKL, t1, andCD2 are explained in the caption o
Fig. 1.

s Pure fluid Mixture

Rc(V50) 1707.8 1131.0
VKL 0.174 3.67 5.08
r KL 0.174 1.015 1.032
r t1 0.174 1.113 1.192
V t1 0.174 10.15 12.83
r t1 0.185 1.127 1.224
V t1 0.185 10.79 13.93
r CD2 0.174 7.32 11.28
VCD2 0.174 122.4 168.4
r CD2 0.185 8.32 13.68
VCD2 0.185 138.0 197.2
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The Hopf bifurcation line, on the other hand, depends ons
as well. Thus the shift of the CD2 point withs is a conse-
quence of a shift of the Hopf bifurcation line. All the non
linear properties, i.e., the location of the tricritical bifurcatio
and of the saddlenode in the subcritical region, depend os
as would be expected.

IV. RESULTS

At small V where the bifurcation is supercritical, we de
terminedDTc(V) at the onset of convection from the con
trast of the shadowgraph images as described, for instanc
Ref. @7#. At largerV where the bifurcation is subcritical an
the pattern is chaotic, a different method was required. Th
we determined a time average^Am&(DT) of the maximum
local amplitudeAm(t,DT) of the pattern, and located th
jump or rapid rise of̂ Am&(DTc) @21#.

There was no hysteresis, and thus the change of^Am&
yielded an experimentally well defined onset that could
resolved with a precision of 1023 to 1022 in e, depending on
the V range; but it is unclear whether this onset should
identified with the limit of stability of the basic state or wit
some other point below this limit but above the saddleno
of a subcritical bifurcation. Nonetheless, since this dicon
nuity is the only experimentally well defined signature of t
onset of convection, we refer to it asDTc and used it to
compute alle values.

Since our samples all conform well to the Boussine
approximation~see Sec. II!, we have to a very good approx
mationDTc(V)/DTc(0)5Rc(V)/Rc(0)[r c . Results forr c
derived thus fromDTc(V) are shown in Fig. 3 over the
entire experimental range ofV on a logarithmic horizontal
scale. The solid line is the theoretical result forr c in the
stationary regime. AboveVCD2 the Hopf bifurcation line
~dashed line! precedes the stationary one~dottedline!. The
data for intermediateV values are shown in more detail i
Fig. 4. Shown as well, as a dashed line in Fig. 4, is
calculated location of the saddlenoder sa for the unstable
straight rolls that form at the subcritical bifurcation. ForV
&200 the data agree well with the calculation ofr c for the
laterally infinite system. For largerV, where a primary Hopf
bifurcation is expected, the agreement with the calculatio
not as good. We will return to this problem later in this pap

For V&12, we observed the expected supercritical bif
cation to the KL state. There was no hysteresis, and the s
owgraph contrast grew continuously ase was increased be
yond zero. A time series of images forV58.7 and e
50.035 at time intervals of 26.2tn is shown in Fig. 5. Unlike
experiments with largerG @2#, we had only one domain o
rolls in the cell. The rolls changed orientation with time as
expected for the KL state. We did not study this parame
range any further. A more detailed investigation using a c
with a largerG would be of interest.

The range 17&V&50 covers interesting new pattern
formation phenomena above the subcritical bifurcation.
time series of patterns forV544 just above the onset ate
.0.004 is shown in Fig. 6. The pattern dynamics was int
mittent, switching irregularly between a spatially disorder
large-amplitude state and a state of much smaller amplit
9-4
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RAYLEIGH-BÉNARD CONVECTION WITH ROTATION AT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 056309
consisting of circular time independent rolls. The origin
the small-amplitude circular pattern is unclear. It could
caused by thermal sidewall forcing@7#, or it could be due to
coupling between the Rayleigh-Be´nard instability and a
weak large-scale radial flow induced by the centrifugal for
It was observed well below onset, and we will refer to it
the ‘‘ground state.’’ The pattern stayed in the ground st
~large-amplitude state! for long irregular time intervals, and
jumped to the large-amplitude state~ground state! randomly.
The high-amplitude pattern, once established, had a cha
dynamics with a typical time scale close to the vertical th
mal diffusion timetk . As is evident from Fig. 6, the pattern

FIG. 5. A time series~from left top to right! of shadowgraph
images forV58.7 ande50.035 at intervals of 720 s or 26.2tn .
The size of each image is 5.9d35.9d.

FIG. 6. Time series~from top left to right! of images forV
544 ande.0.004 at time intervals of 960 s or 200tk . The size of
each image is 5.9d35.9d.
05630
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could be localized with some of the cell in the ground sta
or they could be extended, nearly or completely filling t
cell.

At very slightly largere the pattern always remained i
the high-amplitude state, i.e., it ceased being intermitte
and it always filled the entire cell; but its appearance a
time dependence remained similar to the images show
Fig. 6. Above onset, say fore*0.04, the qualitative nature o
the pattern depended very little onV. A sequence of images
at variousV and smalle is shown in Fig. 7. One sees that th
characteristic wavelength of the rolls decreases with incre
ing V.

In order to illustrate the pattern evolution withe, we
present in Fig. 8 examples at severale for V530.3. Again
the qualitative nature of the patterns does not change m

FIG. 7. Images for fairly smalle at variousV. From left to right
and then top to bottom, the (V,e) values are~9,0.052!, ~22,0.016!,
~30,0.039!, ~39,0.041!, ~48,0.038!, ~52,0.052!, ~67,0.041!,
~96,0.055!, and~120,0.02!. The size of all but the last two images
5.9d35.9d. For V596 and 120 the size of the images is 4.1d
34.1d.

FIG. 8. Images forV530.3 at variouse. From left to right and
then top to bottom, thee values are 0.034, 0.182, 0.33, 0.43, 0.4
and 0.63. The size of each image is 5.9d35.9d.
9-5
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although the characteristic wavelength of the rolls increa
with e.

In Figs. 9 and 10 we illustrate further the dynamics of t
patterns by showing time sequences ate50.034 and 0.63,
respectively, both forV530.3. In both cases, as well as ov
a wideV range, a typical aspect of the dynamics is a wa
disturbance of the rolls which, with growing amplitude, cu
minates in local pinching and disconnection of rolls. This
particularly evident, for instance, in the middle of the thi
and fourth images of Fig. 9. This process usually is follow
by reconnection to the previously adjacent rolls as seen
the fifth and sixth images of Fig. 9. Such an event typica

FIG. 9. A time sequence of images forV530.3 ande50.034.
From left to right and then top to bottom, they are at intervals
4.2 s (0.75tk). The size of each image is 5.9d35.9d.

FIG. 10. A time sequence of images forV530.3 ande50.63.
From left to right and then top to bottom, they are at intervals
4.2 s (0.75tk). The size of each image is 5.9d35.9d.
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results in a net rotation of the pattern. This dynamics h
significant similarity to that found in the numerical work o
Ref. @13# and displayed in Figs. 10 and 11 of that referen

To characterize the transition to the large-amplitude st
we show in Fig. 11 several time series of the maximum lo
pattern amplitudeAm(t) for V544. The lowest curve is for
e520.00460.002. It is just below onset and samples on
the low-amplitude circular ground-state pattern. The next o
was shifted upward by 0.1 for clarity. It is just above ons
for e510.00460.002. It shows the fluctuations between t
ground state and the large-amplitude state illustrated by
images in Fig. 6. The actual values ofAm coresponding to
these images are shown as open circles. The third data
was displaced vertically by 0.2 and corresponds toe
50.008. Although there are still a few fluctuations, they ha
become quite rare and the system finds itself mostly in
convecting state. Two more traces are shown, each upsh
by another 0.1 relative to the previous one to avoid overl
They are fore50.015 and 0.019 and show that the fluctu
tions died out once the system was a percent or so ab
onset.

For v544, the time averagêAm&(DT) of Am(DT,t) is
shown as a function ofe in Fig. 12. The open~solid! circles
are for increasing~decreasing! DT. One sees that, within ou
resolution of about 0.002 ine, there is no hysteresis at th
transition even though there is a large, sharp jump in^Am&.
The background level fore,0 is due in part to the experi
mental noise, and in part to the weak concentric pattern
low onset.

In Fig. 13 we show the results for^Am& for a few selected
V values. Over this entire range ofV, ^Am& shows a jump
DAm at onset, which increases monotonically with increa
ing V. We conclude that the bifurcation is subcritical ev
though there is no hysteresis. Fore,0, the background tend

f

f

FIG. 11. Time series of the maximum shadowgraph amplitu
Am for V544. From bottom to top, the data are fore520.004,
0.004, 0.008, 0.015, 0.019. Starting ate520.004, the data are
upshifted by 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 for the successivee values. The
circles areAm for e50.004 and correspond to the times of th
images in Fig. 6.
9-6
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RAYLEIGH-BÉNARD CONVECTION WITH ROTATION AT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 056309
to grow withV. This suggests that the contribution from th
small-amplitude circular pattern~which accounts for part o
this background! may be due to the centrifugal force.

On the basis of a Landau model for tricritical points w
expect (DAm)25g03(V2V t1)/k for the jump of the ampli-
tude at e50. Here g03(V2V t1) is the cubic andk the
quintic coupling coefficient. Thus, within this simple mode
(DAm)2 should be linear inV. A plot of the experimental
data as a function ofV is shown in Fig. 14~a!. They can be
described by a straight line only if the point atV517.3 is
ignored. Then a fit to the remaining data~dashed line in the
figure! givesV t1522.0, which does not agree too well wit
the theoretical resultV t1512.8 shown by the open circle. A
problem with this interpretation is that the data forV
517.3 suggest that the bifurcation is still subcritical at th
rotation rate. This can be seen more clearly in Fig 15 t
gives the results very near the onset for the two lowesV
values. A better fit to all the data is illustrated in Fig. 14~b!
where (DAm) ~rather than its square! is shown as a function
of V. The data suggest a linear dependence, and a stra
line fit @solid line in Fig. 14~b! as well as in Fig. 14~a!# yields
V t1513.5 that is in satisfactory agreement with the theor
ical result. It is not clear why the Landau model does n
seem to apply; but it may be too simplified since it does
anticipate a spatially and temporally chaotic convect

FIG. 12. The time averagêAm&(DT) of Am(DT,t) for V544.
Open~solid! circles were obtained with increasing~decreasing! DT.
These data illustrate the absence of hysteresis.

FIG. 13. The time averagêAm&(DT) of Am(DT,t) as a func-
tion of e for V517.2~open circles!, 29.5~solid circles!, 34.5~open
squares!, and 44.2~solid squares!.
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state. As mentioned above, the region near the tricrit
point should be the topic of additional experimental work
a cell more suitable for this parameter range.

The same procedure is followed for studying the fini
amplitude convection for 53,V,150. As is shown in Fig.
16, the bifurcation remains nonhysteretic. However, over t
range the data do not show a clear jump in amplitude. Rat
^Am& grows continuously, albeit very rapidly, asDT in-
creases. Such a rapid increase of the amplitude would s
unlikely if the bifurcation were genuinely supercritical, an
we assume that it remains subcritical as indicated by the
Presumably the discontinuity in̂Am& is smoothed out by an
inhomogeneity that arises aboveV.50. A likely candidate
for this inhomogeneity is the wall mode@19#, which for large

FIG. 14. The discontinuityDAm , in arbitrary units, of
^Am&(DT) at e50 as a function ofV. The solid circles represen
the experimental points. The open circle represents the theore
value for the tricritical bifurcation.~a! gives (DAm)2 vs V. The
dashed line is a straight-line fit to the points forV>25.9.~b! shows
DAm vs V, and the straight solid line is a fit to all the data. This
is also shown in~a! as a solid line.

FIG. 15. The time averagêAm&(DT) of Am(DT,t) for V
517.3 ~open circles! and 25.9~solid circles! on an expanded hori-
zontal scale.
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V bifurcates from the conduction state before convect
occurs in the bulk@22#. In the experiment, the bulk mod
appeared first forV up to 53.2; but for our next-higherV
567.3 the wall mode appeared before convection starte
the system interior. The more gradual transition to the fu
developed large-amplitude state introduces a somew
larger uncertainty into the determination of the threshold;
this uncertainty still is only in the vicinity of 1%. The natur
of the pattern just above onset was qualitatively similar
that of the patterns at lowerV, as already shown in Fig. 7.

At V553 and close to onset, the dynamics of the patte
was different from what was observed at otherV. Bursts of
finite-amplitude convection appeared and then disappe
with a regular period of about 46tk but at different angular
locations on a circle in the cell. A small part of the corr
sponding time series ofAm is shown in Fig 17~a!. The power
spectrum of the whole series of length 5290tk is shown in
Fig 17~b!. Strangely, we observed this periodic bursting on
at V553.

For V*100 it became more and more difficult to dete
mine the bulk onset because, starting atV.60, it was pre-
ceded by the appearance of the wall mode@19#. Here we
describe the observed phenomena forV close to 400. Figure
18 shows an image of the entire cell forV5403 and r
528.96. At thisV, the expected Hopf bifurcation point is a
r H527.2 and the stationary one atr s534.1. One sees tha
the wall mode penetrated far into the cell interior, leavi
only a small central part for the observation of the bulk o
set. In the counterclockwise-rotating frame of the appara
the wall mode traveled in the clockwise direction, with
frequencyvw.219. To a good approximationvw remained
constant asr was increased from below the bulk onset
above. We define the wave number of the wall mode asqw
5N/G whereN is the number of wavelengths along the p
rimeter of the cell. Forr close to the bulk onsetqw remained
constant near 3.85. At higherr, the wall mode and the bulk
pattern overlapped in the entire cell, and we could not m
surevw andqw beyondr 530.25.

When convection first appeared in the cell center, it h
the form of small packets of traveling waves moving in ra
dom directions. Figure 19 shows images of the entire

FIG. 16. The time averagêAm&(DT) of Am(DT,t) for V568
~squares! and V5120 ~circles!. The open symbols represent in
creasingDT. The solid symbols represent decreasingDT.
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with G58.3. By fitting a straight line to the variance of th
3.9d33.9d square images in the center section, a sligh
rounded onset atr 529.43 was found as shown in Fig. 20. A
shown also in Fig. 21, the onset was well belowr s , but
significantly abover H . This is not surprising for a Hopf
bifurcation in a finite system. When the bifurcation leads
traveling convection rolls, one has to distinguish betwe
convectiveand absolute instability ~see, e.g.,@23#!. For r
.r H perturbations grow exponentially; but below the abs
lute instability atr a.r H they travel away faster than the
can grow and locally no structure evolves. In Fig. 20r a ~see
the Appendix! is shown as a vertical dash-dotted line. For

FIG. 17. ~a! A part of the time series ofAm , in arbitrary units,
observed atV553 ande50.004. ~b! The power spectrum of the
entire time series atV553.

FIG. 18. A shadowgraph image of the entire cell forV5403,
r 528.96, andG58.3.
9-8
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finite system there will be an effective thresholdr on , with
r H,r on,r a , below which no convection rolls occur@24#.
The value ofr on depends on the system size; above it
spatial extent of the system is sufficient to permit growth
macroscopic amplitude before the rolls leave the sample.
r .r a net growth occurs locally and convective structur
generally will be observed.

In the G58.3 cell, the interference from the wall mod
prevented us from making a clean measurement of
traveling-wave frequency of the structure that appea
abover on . Thus, to study the bulk onset in detail with le
interference from the wall mode, we made another cell w
larger aspect ratioG511.1. It had a spacing ofd
53.96 mm, which was only about 1% smaller than that
the G58.3 cell. Images were obtained from 7.5d37.5d
squares in the center. A typical time series of images aV
5396 just above onset atr 529.8 is shown in Fig. 22. The
observed waves could be traveling or ‘‘blinking’’ or doing
combination of these. The frequency of the waves was fo
to be vb.41. Surprisingly, this is larger than the expect
Hopf frequencyv530.3. Asr increased,vb decreased and
beyondr 530.2 only a time independent structure remain

FIG. 19. Shadowgraph images of the cell with uniform spac
for V5403, G58.3, andr 5 ~a! 29.44, ~b! 29.61, ~c! 29.76, ~d!
29.93,~e! 30.09,~f! 30.25.

FIG. 20. Shadowgraph intensity for the central square of the
with G58.3 atV5403. The vertical dashed, dash-dotted, and d
ted lines are the theoretical convective (r H), absolute (r a), and
stationary (r s) bifurcation points, respectively. The solid line is th
experimental onset.
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In an attempt to reduce the influence of the wall mode,
constructed two cells with a gentle radial ramp in the c
spacing for a radiusa.a0 with a0528.6 mm@25#. These
cells had thicknesses in the uniform center section ofd0
53.27 mm and 3.93 mm, yieldingG058.7 and 7.3, respec
tively. Over the radius rangea0,a,a154.13 cm the bot-
tom plate had a quarter of a cosine profile of amplitude 0
mm. A paper sidewall was located radially 0.32 cm beyo
a1. Figure 23 shows the patterns that evolved in this case
V5307 in the cell withG58.7. Although the snapshots o

g

ll
-

FIG. 21. A linear plot of the reduced critical Rayleigh numberr c

at largeV. The theoretical bifurcation lines are fors50.185, cor-
responding to the experiment in thisV range. The dashed line is th
primary Hopf bifurcation atr H . The dash-dotted line is the absolu
instability atr a . The dotted line is the stability limitr s to stationary
perturbations of the conduction state in theV range where it is
expected to be preceded by the primary Hopf bifurcation~dashed
line!. The open squares represent the onset of convection foG
58.3 in the presence of sidewalls and a traveling wall mode. T
open triangles represent the onset of convection in the presence
radial ramp of the cell spacing.

FIG. 22. Time series~from top left to right and then down! of
images of the central 7.5d37.5d square for theG511.1 cell atr
529.8 andV5396. The time between images is 0.70 s, cor
sponding to 0.056tk .
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the system superficially look like those of the rigid-sidew
case Fig. 18, a striking difference is that the circumferen
roll structure wasstationaryin the rotating frame of the cel
@26#. The wave number of this structure was about twice t
of the cell with uniform spacing. Thus this pattern is unr
lated to the wall mode, and we presume that it is provok
by the inhomogeneity due to the centrifugal force and
radial ramp.

Square images of the central 5.6d35.6d of the cell were
used to study the bulk onset. We found that the influence
the edge structure on the cell interior was much less than
of the wall mode. Figure 24 shows the bulk onsets for t
values ofV. Convection in the interior started at Rayleig
numbers that were larger than those for the uniform c
with rigid sidewalls. The experimental bulk bifurcatio
points are shown in Fig. 21 as open triangles. The onset
consistent with the stability limit atr s of the conduction state
to stationary perturbations, and well abover H and r a . Al-
though the convective structures were time dependent,
spectrum of time series for the local intensity was bro
band and we did not observe any characteristic frequenc
A typical time sequence of patterns is shown in Fig. 25. T
patterns are reminiscent of those with fourfold coordinat
that had been observed at largeV and s5O(1) in pure
gases@9#. We have to conclude that the observations mad
this cell are inconsistent with a Hopf bifurcation, and ha
no concrete explanation for this disagreement with the th
retical prediction for the laterally infinite uniform system.

FIG. 23. Shadowgraph images of the cell with a gentle ramp
spacing forV5307, G58.7, and~a! r 522.5,~b! 22.6,~c! 22.7,~d!
23.1, ~e! 23.4, ~f! 23.43.
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V. SUMMARY

In this paper we reported on experimental and theoret
studies of convection at a Prandtl numbers'0.18 in the
presence of rotation about a vertical axis. We reached
parameter value by using a 50% mixture of gaseous H2 and
Xe for the fluid@10#. In order to put the experimental resul
on a firm footing and to provide a direct comparison w
theory, we carried out linear and weakly nonlinear bifurc
tion analyses of the Boussinesq equations@Eqs. ~A3! in the
Appendix# as a function ofV. We also performed Galerkin
analyses of Eqs.~A3! for the nonlinear straight-roll state

n

FIG. 24. The shadowgraph intensity for the cell with a gen
ramp in spacing for~a! V5307, G58.7 and~b! V5383, G57.3.
Open ~solid! circles are for increasing~decreasing! r. The dashed
~dotted! vertical line indicates the expected location of the Ho
~stationary! bifurcation.

FIG. 25. Typical images above the bulk onset in a cell with
gentle ramp in spacing forV5383, G57.3, andr 534.3. On a time
scale with arbitrary origin, the images were taken att53.0, 8.2, 9.5,
11.9, and 12.6 s.
9-10
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corresponding to selected aspects of the problem.
For smallV and in agreement with weakly nonlinear st

bility analysis, we found a supercritical bifurcation from th
conduction state to the familiar Ku¨ppers-Lortz state of do
main chaos. This parameter range deserves more det
future experimental attention because our convection c
were not designed for its optimal study.

Above a tricritical rotation rateV t1 and in agreement with
weakly nonlinear theory, the bifurcation was subcritical
the sense that it involved a discontinuous increase of
amplitude at onset (e50); but the bifurcation was free o
any detectable hysteresis. There were intermittent fluc
tions between the ground state and the nonlinear convec
state whenDT was kept within a fraction of a percent of th
critical value, but no large-amplitude convection could
found below the onset whenDT was decreased from abov
DTc . The experimental patterns found above onset w
time dependent and spatially disordered.

In contrast to the experimental observations, a Galer
analysis yielded a saddlenode bifurcation to rolls atesa,0,
which, over a wide range ofV, was about 15% below the
linear stability limit of the conduction state (e50). Stability
analysis of the nonlinear convecting state in the subcriticaV
range above and belowe50 showed that the patterns we
Küppers-Lortz unstable. One might have expected fin
amplitude patterns above a Maxwell point which, for a qu
tic Landau equation for the straight-roll amplitude, is locat
at eT50.75esa . In the presence of rotation the system
nonpotential and the Maxwell point then corresponds t
value ofe where an interface between the ground state
the finite-amplitude state does not move.

Although it is not surprising that a disordered finit
amplitude state failed to evolve out of the ground state
e,0, one would have expected hysteresis in the sense th
finite-amplitude state prepared ate.0 would persist when
lowering the control parameter toe,0. However, this prob-
lem was investigated recently for the one-dimensional qu
tic complex Ginzburg-Landau equation in the Benjamin-F
unstable regime@27#. For that case the absence of hystere
was demonstrated in some parameter regimes. Although
model is not directly related to rotating RBC, it shows e
plicitly that, in the case of a subcritical bifurcation where t
finite amplitude state is unstable, hysteresis is not necess
observable.

For V*50 the formation of a bulk pattern was preced
by a wall mode@19# of traveling waves. Nonetheless, it wa
possible to study the bulk bifurcation in the system interi
For V values up to 120 or so there was still a very rapid r
of the amplitude at onset, but the transition was rounded
it was difficult to unambiguously assign a quantitative va
to the amplitude discontinuity. We assume that the round
is caused by the interaction of the bulk pattern with the w
mode.

For even higher rotation rates, withV.VCD2, weakly
nonlinar analysis predicts that the stationary bifurcation
convection should be preceded by a supercritical Hopf bi
cation. An experimental search for this phenomenon w
somewhat indecisive. The problem is made more com
cated because in a finite system a pattern will not form
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mediately above the convective instability; instead,DT must
be increased to a value that depends on the system size
lies below the absolute instability@24#. We calculated the
absolute instability line and found it to lie approximate
15% above the convective Hopf bifurcation point. In a c
with rigid sidewalls disordered time dependent convect
was found, beginning about 10% above the convective in
bility, i.e., close to but below the absolute instability. How
ever, the pattern was disordered and its frequency was a
tor of 1.5 larger than the predicted Hopf-bifurcatio
frequency. This seems unusual since nonlinear disper
usually ~but not necessarily! reduces the frequency.

In an attempt to remove the wallmode influence on
system interior, we replaced the rigid sidewall of our c
with a gentle radial ramp of the cell spacing@25#. This was to
suppress convection in and beyond the ramp. However,
ramp led to a well organized roll pattern localized radia
near it. This pattern was stationary, and thus it was unrela
to the wall mode even though its spatial structure was si
lar. In the presence of the ramp, we foundno evidence of
convection in the cell center until the stationary instabil
point of the conduction state was reached. At that point, c
vection formed in the form of disordered cells with a te
dency toward fourfold spatial coordination such as w
found at largers. The observations made with this cell a
inconsistent with the expected Hopf bifurcation. We do n
know the reason for the difference between this system
the prediction for the laterally infinite uniform system, b
can speculate that it may be associated with the large-s
flow induced by the radial ramp.
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APPENDIX

In this section we present in more detail than in Sec.
the basic hydrodynamic equations and the calculatio
methods used in this paper. The theoretical description
thermal convection in binary fluids is well established@20#.
The standard Boussinesq equations have to be generalize
including the concentration fieldC. Together with the tem-
peratureT it determines the densityr according to

r~T,C!5r0@12a~T2T0!2b~C2C0!#, ~A1!

with a andb the thermal and solutal expansion coefficien
respectively, andT0 , r0, andC0 the average values of tem
perature, density, and concentration, respectively. The di
sive part of the concentration current,Jc , is driven by con-
centration gradients as well as by temperature gradients

Jc5DS“C1
kT

T0
“TD , ~A2!
9-11
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with D the concentration diffusivity andkT the thermal dif-
fusion ratio that parametrizes the Soret effect, i.e., the g
eration of concentration currents by temperature variatio
In principle, there exists a contribution of the concentrat
field to the heat current as well~the Dufour effect, see, e.g
Ref. @28#!. However, consistent with previous investigatio
@10# the Dufour effect is negligible in our case and it do
not modify noticeably any of the curves shown in this pap

In nondimensionalized form@10,29# the Boussinesq equa
tions ~generalized by adding the Coriolis force proportion
to the rotation frequencyV) now read as follows:

1

s
Dtv12Vez3v52“P1~u1c!ez1Dv,

Dtu5Rvz1Du, ~A3!

Dtc5RCv•ez1L~Dc2CDu!,

with v the velocity andu,P,c the reduced deviations o
temperature, pressure, concentration, respectively, from
conductive profiles.Dt denotes the total derivative] t1v•“.
The control parametersR,L,C have already been define
and interpreted in Sec. III. Equations~A3! have to be supple
mented by the incompressibility condition“•v50, which is
automatically guaranteed by introducing the poloidal~f! and
toroidal ~g! velocity potentials asu5“3“3 f ez1“3gez .
We use no-slip boundary conditions forv at the vertical
boundariesz56d/2. Instead ofc the introduction ofz5c
2Cu is useful. It simplifies the notation of the nondime
sionalized concentration currentJc52L“z ~A2!, which
like u vanishes at the impermeable boundariesz56d/2.

Let V(x,z,t)5(u, f ,g,c) be a symbolic vector notation
for the field variables in Eq.~A3!. The onset of instability is
obtained from a standard linear stability analysis of the ba
stateV50. The ansatzV(x,z,t)5eltei qxU(q,z) diagonal-
izes the problem. The eigenvaluel(q,R)5s(q,R)
1 iv(q,R) with the maximal real parts determines the
growth rate, which crosses zero atR5Rc andq5qc .

Let us first consider the case of large rotation freque
V, where we find a Hopf bifurcation@see Fig.~2!# with the
critical Hopf frequencyvc5v(Rc ,qc). To assess the resul
ing patterns in the weakly nonlinear regime we start
ususal from a superposition of left- and right-traveli
waves,

V~x,z,t !5@A~x,t !ei (qcx1vct)U~q,z!

1B~x,t !ei (qcx2vct)#U* ~q,z!1c.c. ~A4!

The amplitudeA of the left-traveling wave fulfills the equa
tion

t0~] t2vg]x!A5e~11 i c0!A1j0
2~11 i c1!]xxA

2~ar1 i ai !uAu2A2~br1 i bi !uBu2A.

~A5!
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The corresponding equation for the right-traveling amplitu
B is obtained from Eq.~A5! by the substitutions:vg→
2vg , A↔B. All coefficients in Eq.~A5! have been calcu-
lated. They fulfill the conditionar1br . 0, br , 0, which
implies a supercritical bifurcation to stable standing waves
in the pure-fluid case@12#. According to the Newell criterion
ar1c1bi.1 applied to standing waves withvg5O(1) @30#
the pattern is also Benjamin-Feir stable against lo
wavelength modulation along thex axis.

As pointed out above~see Fig. 20!, for a Hopf bifurcation
one has to distinguish betweenconvectiveand absolutein-
stability ~see, e.g., Ref.@23#!. Within the GL approximation
@23# the absolute instability is located atea5r a21 given by

ea5
t0

2vg
2

4j0
2~11c1

2!
. ~A6!

In the opposite case of small rotation frequenciesV @see
again Fig. ~2!# the bifurcation is towards stationary roll
@v(qc ,Rc)50#. Besides the amplitudeB and the group ve-
locity vg the imaginary parts of all coefficients~i.e.,
c0 ,c1 ,ai ,bi) vanish in Eq.~A5!. When V is continuously
increased from zero the coefficientar changes sign from
positive to negative at a lower tricritical pointV t1, i.e., the
bifurcation switches from supercritical to subcritical~see
Fig. 1!. The subcritical nonlinear periodic roll solutions hav
been calculated within an Galerkin approach for binary fl
ids, where we followed the unstable branch starting from
onset e50 via the saddlenode towards the solutions ae
.0. The Galerkin modes were chosen as in Ref.@29#.

If one follows the stationary branch the coefficientar
changes sign again at a second tricritcal pointV t2 ~see Fig.
1!. There exists a codimension-two point atVCD2 where the
critical Rayleigh numbersRc of the stationary and oscillatory
branch coincide~but the correspondingqc remain different!.
In our case (s.0.2) the second tricritical point is irrelevan
since at the relevantV the Hopf bifurcation precedes th
stationary bifurcation.

We have also performed a full nonlinear stability analy
of the periodic roll solutions within a Galerkin approach f
the stationary branch. The rolls are always unstable aga
the short-wavelength Ku¨ppers-Lortz instability aboveV
5VKL . As a test we have alternatively identified the K
instability in the supercritical regime (VKL,V,V t1) by
calculating appropriate cross coefficients of coupled am
tude equations. In the subcritical regimeV.V t1 we ob-
served in addition long-wavelength instabilities of th
skewed-varicose type. The detailed analysis as well as
numerical simulations of Eqs.~A3! by using a pseudospec
tral code will appear in a separate paper. In general, all s
narios we found in the binary fluids match qualitatively t
pure fluid case with rotation in the case of smalls.
9-12
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